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Weekly Lesson Calls:
Weekly Lessons are held the 1st three weeks of each month for the duration of the 12 month
certification program.  You can access the recordings of all of these lessons in 
The Art of Being Portal found at https://the-academy-of-being.teachable.com

POD Peer Support Calls:
POD Peer Support are group calls that give an additional structure of learning and support during
the certification program.  You are required to attend a minimum of 26 LIVE POD support
calls (there are 29 total) See GROUP CALLS SECTION for more information.  The Group Calls
Stats Sheet is due from the Leader of the call for that week at the end of the Group Call. This can
be filled out online in The Art of Being Certification Portal.  

Feedback:  
Through direct feedback of actual coaching calls with your clients, you will gain insight on how to
best utilize the tools taught in The Art of Being Certification lessons.  You are required to
provide 1 recorded client call per month for feedback for a total of 10 recorded calls
before the end of the certification program.  See the FEEDBACK section for more
information.  Half of these recorded calls can be with your POD partners.  The other half need to
be someone you are working with outside of the certification group. The following Coaching
Session Audios for feedback are due by the 3rd of the following month.  Send these VIDEOS to
TheAcademyofBeing@gmail.com 

Homework Assignments:  
The homework assignments are online and must be completed prior to advancing to the next
module. Homework should be submitted at the end of each weekly module.  

After Certification: 
There will also be an ongoing support group provided so that you can stay in the community of Art
of Being Coaches.  Creating community is key to mental & emotional wholeness as well as getting
the support you need to sustain a life changing business.  For more information about this please
contact Tara McCallam at TheAcademyofBeing@gmail.com


